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Fire Extinguisher Best Practices
Are your fire extinguishers properly 
marked?

The National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA) recommends 
using a set of symbols to mark 
portable fire extinguishers to show 
the class of fire they’re designed to 
fight.

Type A: Ordinary solid combustibles 
(wood, paper, cloth)

Type B: Flammable liquids and gases 
(gasoline, paints, oils, grease)

Type C: Energized electrical 
equipment (electrical wiring, fuse 
box)

Type D: Combustible metals found in 
labs (metals)

Type K: Oils and fats (commercial 
cooking oil) 

Is Fear of Heat Stress Valid Grounds for 
Refusing Work? 
At best, working in heat and humidity 
is highly uncomfortable; at worst, it’s 
highly dangerous, especially if the work is 
strenuous and/or the worker must wear 
certain equipment while doing it. Drawing 
the line between danger and discomfort is 
critical not only as a matter of health and 
safety but also OHS laws. If a worker believes 
that work poses a danger of heat stress, he 
can invoke his work refusal rights; but if the 
worker is just in discomfort, a work refusal 
isn’t justified.  

So, what should you do when one of your 
own workers refuses to work because she’s 
afraid of heat stress? The laws say that the 
refusing worker’s fears must be “reasonable” 
but don’t explain what reasonable means. 
To find guidance you can apply to real-
life refusal situations, you must look to 

actual cases where courts and arbitrators 
decided if refusing to work in the heat was 
justified under OHS laws. But, like most OHS 
coordinators, you probably don’t have the 
time to gather up and analyze all the cases—
nor the budget to hire a lawyer to do it for 
you. So, we’ve taken the liberty of doing it for 
you.  

The 10 Key Factors that Make or Break Heat Stress 
Work Refusals

The Insider found 8 cases where a court had 
to decide if there was a real danger of heat 
stress to workers. Five of the cases were 
federal, 2 were from Ontario and one was 
from Nova Scotia. Final Score: 

�� Refusal unjustified: 4;

�� Refusal valid: 4.
...continued on page 2
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See page 4 for a Scorecard summarizing each case. Although 
each case involved a different situation, the courts followed 
the same basic approach in resolving the refusal.  Specifically, 
they focused on 10 factors: 

Factor 1: How Worker Engaged in Refusal 

OHS laws require refusing workers to notify their supervisor 
or another appropriate person that they’re engaging in a work 
refusal. Failure to follow the required notification procedures 
dooms the refusal regardless of whether the underlying basis 
of the refusal is valid. 

Example: Refusal to work in overheated kitchen car fails 
because worker doesn’t initiate it until after the trip when 
the train was already gone and there was no way the safety 
officer could investigate the conditions inside [Gray (Re), 
[1999] C.L.R.B.D. No. 21, June 28, 1999]. 

Factor 2: How Employer Responded to Refusal 

Procedural requirements cut both ways. Thus, when 
employers are notified that a worker is engaging in a 
refusal, they must investigate to determine whether danger 
exists and, if so, how to address it. Thus, failure to properly 
investigate can cost you the case even if the refusal turns out 
to be unreasonable (just as workers with reasonable refusals 
can lose by failing to properly follow notification procedures).  

Example: In siding with a train chef for refusing to work in 
an unventilated kitchen car, the arbitrator cites not just 
that the car was overheated but the railway safety officer’s 
mishandling of the investigation, specifically finding of no 
danger without actually checking the thermal conditions in 
the kitchen [LeBlanc & VIA Rail Canada Inc., CLRB Decision No. 
714, Board File: 950-93, Nov. 18, 1988].  

Factor 3: Actual Thermal Conditions 

Heat stress becomes a danger when high temperatures and 
humidity levels coupled with physical activity causes the 
body to absorb heat faster than the body can get rid of it. 
In essence, the body overheats. Unfortunately, there’s no 
consensus standard on “when is hot too hot.” Moreover, 
courts don’t seem to care all that much about thermal 
conditions in refusal cases. Of the 8 cases we analyzed, 
only 3 bothered to cite the temperature of the workplace; 
and none mentioned humidity, air movement or sources of 
radiant heat.

Exception: Nova Scotia arbitrator cites detailed cited Wet 
Bulb Globe Temperature (WGBT) readings over a roughly 
90-minute period WBGT readings in concluding that 
work inside a mill is dangerous and worthy of extra pay for 

“abnormal” conditions [International Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers, Local 625 v. Black and MacDonald Ltd, [2003] 
N.S.L.A.A. No. 1].

Factor 4: Workers’ Clothing 

Heat stress becomes more of a danger when workers are 
required to wear heavy clothing and/or protective equipment. 

Example: Ontario arbitrator rules that hotel doormen forced to 
wear four-layered polyester “Beefeater” uniforms in summer 
are at risk of heat stress and have a right to refuse [Re Westin 
Hotel, Restaurant and Cafeteria Employees’ Union, Local 75, 11 
L.A.C. (3d) 1, Aug. 16, 1983].

Factor 5: Engineering Controls in Place 

OHS regulations and guidelines require employers to 
implement engineering controls such as ventilation to keep 
thermal conditions at safe levels. The presence or absence 
of such controls may play a key role in determining whether a 
heat stress work refusal is justified. 

Example: Federal arbitrator in LeBlanc ruling above cites lack 
of air-conditioning and poor ventilation system in upholding 
railroad cook’s refusal to work in dining car during the 
summer.

Factor 6: Physiological Measures  

Heat stress can be measured by physiological parameters 
such as core body temperature and heart rate. Courts may 
rely on these measures to determine if a refusing worker was 
at risk of heat stress. 

Example: The Ontario arbitrator that ruled in favor of the hotel 
doormen in the Westin Hotel case mentioned above cites 
the testimony of an industrial hygienist that the polyester 
Beefeater uniforms created a significant risk of heat stress 
by restricting heat transfer through radiation, convection and 
evaporative cooling. 

Factor 7: Administrative Controls in Place 

Employers can take a number of administrative measures 
to cut the risk of heat stress, e.g., allowing for frequent 
breaks, schedule intense work early or late in the day or 
acclimatize workers to working in the heat. Two courts cited 
administrative controls as factors in their decisions: 

Example: Railway workers refuse work claiming that the black, 
unvented ponchos they were forced to wear put them at risk 
of heat stress. Federal arbitrator rejects claiming citing the 
fact that workers are allowed to take frequent breaks to deal 
with the heat [Betts and Canadian National Railway, [2005] 
C.L.C.A.O.D. No. 50, Dec. No. 05-51].  

...continued from page 1

Factor 8: Whether Worker’s Fear Was Genuine 

In addition to procedures and actual conditions, courts 
examine what’s on the mind of the refusing worker. The 
first rule: The worker’s fear of danger must be genuine. The 
concern is that the refusal may be a pretext to stage a labour 
action or simply get out of an unpleasant but not dangerous 
job.

Example 1: A sleep-deprived chef refuses to work in an 
overheated kitchen car because she fears that the fatigue 
and heat will cause her to get into an accident. It seems like a 
strong case. The kitchen is above 100® F, the hood ventilation 
fans aren’t working and she has less than 6 hours to recover 
from an 18-hour shift in the kitchen. But the chef still loses 
because her union used the grievance to complain not only 
about the working conditions in the kitchen on the day of the 
refusal but the lack of mandatory rest periods for all on-board 
workers. The federal Labour Board found that the union was 
misusing the chef’s refusal rights as a “vehicle for resolving 
labour issues” and throws out the complaint [Gray (Re), [1999] 
C.L.R.B.D. No. 21, June 28, 1999].

Example 2: Three Ontario steel workers refuse to work on a 
ladlemen’s platform because it’s too hot. The plant installs 

fans and offers alternative work but the refusing workers are 
uncooperative. The arbitrator finds the refusal invalid. While 
“conditions were very unpleasant,” the workers didn’t have 
“reasonable grounds to believe” that they were in any unusual 
danger [Eastern Steelcasting (Re), 28 L.A.C. (2d) 310, (1981)].

Factor 9: Whether Worker’s Fear Was Reasonable 

Sincerity isn’t enough. The fear prompting a worker’s refusal 
must also be “reasonable.” But the threshold for reasonable is 
pretty low—the worker’s fear need only be well-founded, not 
necessarily right. 

Example: Arbitrator upholds trucker’s refusal to drive cement 
truck with a broken air-conditioner on a hot July day. The 
trucker’s fears for his personal safety were genuine and 
reasonable even though the safety officer’s evidence proved 
that they were ultimately mistaken Court v John Grant Haulage 
Ltd, 2010 CIRB 498 (CanLII), March 10, 2010.

Factor 10: Whether Heat Stress Is Inherent to Job 

The right to refuse unsafe work doesn’t apply to hazards 
that are an essential part of the job. Thus, while exposure to 
extreme temperatures might work for a construction worker 
it would not for a firefighter. 

Takeaway: The 9 Things To Do
So where does all of this leave you? While it’s impossible to extract ironclad principles from these rulings, 
there are 9 practical lessons you can take away from them:

1. Courts judge the legitimacy of heat stress refusals not simply by thermal conditions but by how the refusal 
is brought, how it’s investigated, which side is more believable and how the parties behave before, during 
and after the dispute; 

2. Unsafe work refusals can’t be brought willy-nilly but only in accordance with notification and refusal 
procedures set out in the OHS laws; 

3. Once you learn that a worker is refusing to work because it’s too hot, you need to keep your cool, avoid snap 
judgments and on-the-spot discipline;

4. Properly brought work refusals must be immediately investigated starting with the thermal and other 
conditions of the workplace; 

5. Investigation results, including thermal measurements need to be properly documented;

6. A refusal to work in the heat is unjustified if it’s:

 � A pretext for insubordination;

 � A pretext to get out of an unpleasant job;

 � A collective bargaining ploy; or

 � Sincere but totally unreasonable and not based in reality;

7. A refusal may still be reasonable even if the worker’s fear is wrong; 

8. While PPE should be comfortable, workers don’t get a discomfort veto—DON’T 
trade thermal comfort for safety; 

9. Frequent breaks and other work controls should be used to alleviate thermally 
oppressive work conditions.

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/cirb/doc/1999/1999canlii18529/1999canlii18529.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/cirb/doc/1999/1999canlii18529/1999canlii18529.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/cirb/doc/2010/2010cirb498/2010cirb498.html?searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAPIndvcmsgcmVmdXNhbCIgAAAAAAE&resultIndex=332
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/cirb/doc/2010/2010cirb498/2010cirb498.html?searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAPIndvcmsgcmVmdXNhbCIgAAAAAAE&resultIndex=332
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EHS COMPLIANCE
The Law of “Nuisances” Part 1
Sic utere tuo, ut alienum non laedeas

“Use your own property so as not to harm another’s”

Pop quiz: Your company complies with each and every 
one of its obligations under all environmental protection, 
clean water, clean air and other federal and provincial 
environmental laws. It also complies with all of the terms 
and conditions of its permits and certificates of approval. 
Can it still be held liable for harming the environment?

Answer: Yes. A company’s environmental obligations stem 
not only from permits and major environmental statutes 
and regulations but also from what’s called “nuisance” 
law. That is, a company can be held liable if its operations 
are a “nuisance,” meaning they unreasonably interfere 
with neighbours’ use and enjoyment of their property. 
Any form of harmful effect on the environment might be 
considered a nuisance, including emissions, discharges of 
contaminants into soil and water, odours, noise and even 
vibrations. And here’s the kicker: The fact that the activity 
that the neighbours complain about complies with all other 
environmental requirements isn’t necessarily a defence to 
a nuisance lawsuit. For example, smoke from a factory 
that’s so heavy it prevents neighbouring property owners 
from using their backyards and opening their windows 
may still be a nuisance even if it meets emissions and other 
requirements under environmental laws and permits. 

Nuisance Basics

One of the things that makes nuisance law different from 
other environmental laws is that nuisance claims are 
generally brought not by the government in a prosecution 
but by private individuals or groups in civil lawsuits. There 
are certain principles that generally apply to such claims. 
So let’s go over the nuisance law basics.

Types of Nuisances

The  modern concept of nuisance law is thought to have 
been created by an English court in 1611 in response to air 
pollution caused by the increased use of coal as fuel. Ever 
since, nuisance law has been used to address a number of 
environmental harms, including:

 � Smoke;
 � Dust;
 � Fumes;

 � Pesticides;
 � Odours;
 � Noise; and 

 � Vibrations.

 Nuisances can be private or public. A private nuisance is one 
that interferes with the rights of a person or particular group 
of people, such as the residents of a specific subdivision of 
a neighbourhood. A public nuisance is one that interferes 
with the rights of society in general or a significantly large 
number of people. Thus, a public nuisance is really just 

compilation of many private nuisances.

Determining Whether a Disturbance Is a Nuisance

An important concept in nuisance law is that minor 
disturbances of people’s use and enjoyment of their 
property aren’t nuisances. For the disturbance to rise to 
the level of nuisance, it must be unreasonable, abnormal or 
excessive. For example, it’s probably not a nuisance legally 
if your neighbour has a loud party once every few months 
(although it may be a nuisance in the common sense use of 
the term). But if your neighbour is a professional drummer 
who practices for hours every single day in a room without 
soundproofing so that you can’t read, sleep, watch TV or 
otherwise enjoy your home, you likely have a good case for 
a private nuisance against the neighbour.

In a 1999 case, the Supreme Court of Canada established 
the factors that courts consider in determining whether a 
particular activity constitutes a public nuisance [Ryan v. 
Victoria (City)]:

 � The inconvenience caused by the activity, including its 
nature, severity and duration;

 � The difficulty in lessening or avoiding the alleged harm;

 � The utility of the activity, i.e., the benefit it provides;

 � The general practice of others engaged in the same 
activity; and

 � The character of the neighbourhood.

 The Ryan standard for evaluating nuisance claims is an 
objective one. The interference must be: 1) intolerable to 
an ordinary person; and 2) substantial. In other words, the 
interference can’t be trivial or intolerable only to a person 
who’s especially sensitive. For example, the standard used 
to judge whether emissions from a factory constitute a 
nuisance is based on whether the emission would pose a 
problem for individuals with normal respiratory functions 
as opposed to those with asthma or other forms of 
respiratory hypersensitivity. 

Consequences of Liability

If a company (or individual) is found liable for a nuisance, 
it can be ordered to pay the injured neighbours damages 
to compensate them for the loss of the use and enjoyment 
of their properties. But that’s not the worst news. The 
company could also be required to implement costly 
measures to remedy the nuisance, such as installing 
devices to reduce emissions from smoke stacks. The court 
could even order the company to shut down operations 
until those measures are in place. Next Issue we’ll talk about 
the St. Lawrence case and what lessons others can get from it.

WORK REFUSAL SCORECARD
Is Fear of Heat Stress Valid Grounds for Refusing Work?   
The 8 cases addressing the issue are split right down the middle.

REFUSAL IS JUSTIFIED
Court v John Grant Haulage Ltd, 2010 CIRB 498 (CanLII), 
March 10, 2010 .

Trucker’s refusal to drive a cement truck with a broken 
air conditioning on a blazing hot July day is reasonable. 
The trucker’s fear for his personal safety was genuine and 
well-founded even if it was later shown to be mistaken. 
“The threshold for finding a ‘reasonable cause to believe’ 
danger exists is necessarily low,” the federal arbitrator 
explains. 

Re Westin Hotel & Hotel, Restaurant & Cafeteria 
Employees’, Local 75, 11 L.A.C. (3d) 1, Aug. 16, 1983.

Hotel doormen are justified in refusing to wear heavy 
polyester Beefeater suits that restrict circulation at neck 
and knees in oppressive hot weather conditions. Lack of 
openings in suit restrict heat transfer through radiation, 
convection and evaporative cooling. The doormen have 
to work outside away from the air-conditioning and are 
expected to perform manual labour such as carrying 
guest’s suitcases, the arbitrator reasons.  

LeBlanc & VIA Rail Canada Inc., CLRB Decision No. 714, 
Board File: 950-93, Nov. 18, 1988.  

A railway cook is justified in refusing to work in an un-
air-conditioned dining car. The cook had a note from his 
doctor advising him to avoid extreme heat. A railway 
safety officer didn’t check the heat in the kitchen; but he 
found the refusal unjustified because the cook hadn’t even 
bothered to report to work before refusing. The Canada 
Labour Board reversed the ruling saying the safety officer 
should have worried more about the inside of the kitchen 
and less about how the cook handled the dispute. 

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 
625 v. Black and MacDonald Ltd, [2003] N.S.L.A.A. No. 1.

An electrician in a paper mill refuses to work because 
of extreme heat. The union gets involved and the case 
turns into a grievance by workers demanding extra pay 
under the collective agreement because they have to 
work in “abnormal conditions.” The mill claims the work 
is hot but not “abnormal.” The court disagrees and cites 
detailed WBGT (wet-bulb globe temperature) readings in 
concluding that the work is dangerous and worthy of extra 
pay for “abnormal” conditions.  

REFUSAL IS UNJUSTIFIED
Gray (Re), [1999] C.L.R.B.D. No. 21, June 28, 1999.  

The chef on a train doesn’t want to work in a hot dining 
car on a return trip from Winnipeg to Vancouver claiming 
she’s fatigued and overheated. She has only 4 hours—2 
hours less than normal—to recover after getting into 
Winnipeg. The kitchen is hot and the stove ventilation 
fans aren’t working right. But the chef decides to tough 
it out. She works the trip and files a grievance later. The 
Canada Labour Board rules against her. By the time she 
initiated the refusal, the train was long gone and there 
was no way the safety officer could check it out. 

Eastern Steelcasting (Re), 28 L.A.C. (2d) 310, (1981).  

Three Ontario steel workers refuse to work on a 
ladlemen’s platform because they say it’s too hot. The 
plant installs fans and offers alternative work. But the 
workers won’t budge. The arbitrator finds the refusal 
invalid. While “conditions were very unpleasant,” the 
workers’ didn’t have “reasonable grounds to believe” that 
they were subject to any unusual danger.

Canadian Airlines International Ltd. & International Assn. 
of Machinists & Aerospace Workers, Transport Dist. 140, 
[1999] C.L.C.R.S.O.D. No. 24, Oct. 26, 1999.  

An airline ramp attendant has no justification for refusing 
to handle baggage in the cargo pits of a military plane. 
The pit is hot. The attendant, who’s supposed to wear 
coveralls with large openings around the wrists and 
ankles, claims to be afraid that fiberglass dust will get 
on his skin, react with the heat and cause rashes. The 
arbitrator doesn’t buy it. Refusals are designed to protect 
against immediate dangers. The attendant had been 
working in the pits and getting rashes for 12 months. 
That was unfortunate; but it wasn’t the kind of immediate 
hazard justifying a refusal. 

Betts and Canadian National Railway, [2005] 
C.L.C.A.O.D. No. 50, Dec. No. 05-51.  

A Manitoba rail yard worker refuses to scrub locomotives 
in the August heat because he’s afraid of getting heat 
stress. The railway wants him to wear a black, unvented 
poncho; he wants to wear a Tyvek suit. An expert testifies 
that the poncho stems air circulation and increases 
the risk of heat stress. The Tyvek suit is much more 
comfortable. But it doesn’t protect the worker’s skin 
against oil and contaminants as well as the poncho. So, 
the arbitrator finds that the worker must wear the poncho 
and take frequent breaks to deal with the heat. 

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/cirb/doc/2010/2010cirb498/2010cirb498.html?searchUrlHash=AAAAAQAPIndvcmsgcmVmdXNhbCIgAAAAAAE&resultIndex=332
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/cirb/doc/1999/1999canlii18529/1999canlii18529.html
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First Aid
July 1: New OHS 
first aid attendant training 
requirements take effect. 
While current certifications 
will remain valid through 
expiration date, applicants 
seeking new or renewed 
certification must 
complete the new training 
requirements to get a first 
aid attendant certificate.

Carbon Pricing
June 27: Yukon negotiated 
a deal granting certain 
industries relief from the federal 
carbon pricing levy:
�� Exemption for agricultural industry 
�� Exemption for aviation fuel covering 

flights within Yukon and between 
Yukon and other locations

�� Rebates for placer miners that pay 
the carbon pricing levies.  

BC

YT

Sexual Abuse 
June: A pair of men are suing 
the GNWT for failing to 
protect them from the 10 years of 
sexual abuse they say they suffered 
as children at a territorial child 
welfare facility.  The men, referred 
to in court documents as John Doe 
15 and John Doe 16, claim that child 
welfare officials failed to oversee the 
facility operator’s staff and regularly 
conduct field visits to interview the 
kids living there.  

NT

Cannabis
June 13: Highlights of newly approved 
Bill 7, the Cannabis Act, and Bill 3, 
Cannabis Statutes Amendments Act: 
�� Recreational cannabis to be regulated and 

sold by Liquor and Cannabis Commission
�� Driver’s licence suspensions for drug-

impaired driving
�� Tobacco Control Act restrictions, including 

regarding workplaces, extended to 
e-cigarettes and recreational cannabis

�� Ban on consumption in vehicles. 

NU

Transportation
June 22: The 
government 
announced that it’s extending 
for one more year the pilot 
program allowing permitted 
trucks to increase the weight 
on wide-based single tires, i.e., 
455 mm or wider, from 3,850 
kg to 4,250 kg per tire. 

SK

Young Workers 
June: According to SAFE 
Work Compass, 20% of all 
injuries reported to WCB in 2017 
were to youths, as compared to 
22% in 2016. Industries with the 
highest rates of youth injuries: 
�� Building Construction (industry 

rate code 40102)
�� Installing Heavy Machinery 

(40603)
�� Railway Construction (40904)
�� Electrical Contracting (40203). 

MB

Work Injuries 
June 15: According to the WSIB, Ontario’s lost-
time injury (LTI) rate for the first quarter of 2018 
was 1.00, the same as Q1 2017 and below the year-to-
date target of 1.06. Year-over-year first quarter LTI rates 
improved in the construction and automotive industries 
but increased in health care and transportation.  

ON

Portable Ladders
May 10: CNESST is proposing 
changes to OHS regulations 
on the use and installation of 
portable ladders and stepladders 
into line with CSA Z11, Stepladders (R 
2013) via the addition of mandatory 
safe work practices such as:
�� Moving stepladders only when 

they’re folded or closed
�� Installing portable sliding ladders 

in the proper direction with the 
top part over the lower part

�� Banning lateral loading of 
stepladders

�� Using at least 3 support points 
when moving portable ladders 
or step ladders unless a fall 
protection device is used 

�� Using portable ladders and 
stepladders only if they’re in good 
condition. 

QC

Work Injuries 
June 15: The 
headliner in 
WorkplaceNL’s newly 
released 2017 Annual 
Report is the nearly 100% 
spike in accepted fatality 
claims—25 vs. 13 in 2016. 
Other rates and metrics 
were largely flat, year over 
year. 

NL

Mental Stress
June 2: Erstwhile 
Bill 102 took effect 
establishing the presumption 
that post-traumatic stress 
disorder is work-related if both 
of the following things are true: 
�� The worker is exposed at 

work to a traumatic event(s) 
at work specified in the 
DSM-5 American Psychiatric 
Assoc. guidelines as being a 
trigger for PTSD

�� The worker gets a proper 
DSM-5 PTSD diagnosis from 
a physician or psychologist. 

PE

Healthcare Safety
June 21: A week after requiring 
long-term care facilities to 
immediately report pressure injuries, aka 
bedsores, the government announced a 
number of new safety measures to deal 
with the problem, including field visits to 
high risk facilities starting the first week of 
July and adoption of a pressure wound care 
standard. 

NS

Workplace Safety
June 12: Government oversight practices have 
weakened WorkSafeNB’s independence, impeded 
its operations and driven up its costs, according to a new 
Auditor General report. One example: Government delays 
in appointing a chair or vice-chair left WorkSafeNB’s board 
of directors unable to make decisions over a 4-month 
period. A speedier appointment process is among the 18 
recommendations the AG lists to fix the problems.

NB

Cannabis
June 20: The official date for legalized recreational marijuana is 
October 17, the PM announced. The final obstacle was cleared 2 
days earlier when the Senate finally passed the federal legalization bill, Bill 
C-45. So why put things off until October? Answer: To give the 10 provinces 
and 3 territories time to adopt a system for regulating the production, 
sale, distribution and use of legal recreational marijuana within their own 
boundaries.

Young Workers
June 29: Public consultations end on proposed new ESC rules  
for young workers slated to take effect on Sept. 1:   
�� Youth ages 13-14 can take jobs on light work list, e.g., retail and food 

assembly 
�� Employers need permit to hire 13-14-year-olds for jobs not on light 

work list
�� 15-year-olds can continue to do most jobs except for hazardous work
�� On farms and ranches, waged, non-family youth ages 13 to 15 can 

do any non-hazardous work (rules don’t apply to family, friends and 
neighbours.

FED

AB

Month In Review
A roundup of new legislation, regulations, 
government announcements, court cases and 
arbitration rulings.
Visit OHSInsider.com for the complete  
Month-In-Review.

http://www.assembly.nu.ca/sites/default/files/Bill-7-Cannabis-Act-ENG-FRE.pdf
http://www.assembly.nu.ca/sites/default/files/Bill-3-Cannabis-Statutes-Amendment-Act-EN-FR.pdf
http://www.assembly.pe.ca/bills/pdf_chapter/65/3/chapter-18.pdf
http://www.agnb-vgnb.ca/content/dam/agnb-vgnb/pdf/Reports-Rapports/2018V1/Agrepe.pdf
http://www.parl.ca/DocumentViewer/en/42-1/bill/C-45/third-reading
http://www.parl.ca/DocumentViewer/en/42-1/bill/C-45/third-reading
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Drugs in the Workplace
The 6 Things OHS Directors Need to Know About Cannabis Legalization
Bottom Line On Top: While cannabis legalization is a major 
news story and a matter of great social significance, its 
direct impact on the workplace will not be as great as many 
fear. Workplace cannabis use and impairment will be just 
as illegal on Oct 17, 2018 as it has always been—just as 
with alcohol. But based on experiences in other places, 
including states like Colorado, legalization is likely to result 
in increased cannabis use, and thus workplace impairment. 
In addition, legalization will result in the adoption of new 
laws affecting employment relations and workplace health 
and safety.

There’s no doubt that cannabis legalization will make your 
job as OHS director more challenging. After all, drugs and 
workplace safety form a lousy mix. But while you’re right to 
be concerned, you also need to take a deep breath and put 
things into perspective.

The Big Picture 

First, realize that legalization is not the game 
changer some are making it out to be. While 
some legal change will result, dealing with 
legal cannabis will not be all that different from 
dealing with that other major legal intoxicant: 
alcohol. The real problem with legalization 
from the OHS director’s perspective isn’t new 
laws but the increase in cannabis use, and 
thus workplace impairment, likely to result.

The other thing you need to do is refrain 
from beating yourself up because you don’t 
know what the rules will be for dealing with 
legal cannabis. The dirty little secret is that 
nobody does. And there’s a good reason for 
that: The rules haven’t yet been written. At 
this very moment, lawmakers across Canada are currently 
scrambling to create laws to effect legalization within 
their boundaries. The original July 1, 2018 deadline for 
nationwide legalization has been pushed back indefinitely 
as a result of controversy over the federal rules in the 
Senate. At this point, 2019 seems more realistic. 

But even if and when legalization does go into effect, it 
will take years to play out. Only after all of the laws and 
regulations are in place and in operation will we know for 
sure how it’s going to work. 

Yet while legalization may be a work in progress, you 
do have to keep up with it, especially within your own 
jurisdiction. Over the coming months and years, OHSI will 
keep you apprised of all the key developments. But at this 
stage in the process, the most useful thing we can provide 
you is a big picture overview. Here are the 6 things OHS 

directors need to understand about legalization: 

1. The Current State of Canadian Cannabis Law

“Cannabis is currently illegal in Canada but will become legal 
once legalization takes effect.” 

Both parts of the above statement are oversimplifications. 
The best way to explain this is to tell the story of how 
legalization came to be. 

A Brief History of Legalization

Cannabis has been illegal in Canada since 1922 when it 
was added to the list of substances banned by the Opium 
and Narcotic Control Act. And it’s still listed as a banned 
substance under the modern Controlled Drugs & Substances 
Act.

But over the years, a growing contingent relying largely 
on anecdotal evidence made the case that cannabis has 
positive therapeutic effects for patients suffering from 

certain kinds of chronic conditions.  In 
2000, after decades of litigation by patients, 
medical use of cannabis was legalized—
not by Parliament but the Ontario Court of 
Appeal. 

In 2001, Health Canada issued very strict 
rules limiting use of cannabis to HIV/AIDS, 
chronic pain and other specific medical 
conditions and requiring patients to get 
a written authorization from their doctor. 
No provision was made for growth and 
distribution. Patients who wanted cannabis 
had to grow their own. In 2013, HC backed 
off and allowed for production by licensed 
growers. As a result, authorized users spiked 

exponentially from the hundreds to 38,000.

Meanwhile, U.S. states like Colorado, Washington and 
Oregon were creating rich new tax revenues streams from 
legalizing recreational use cannabis supplied by strictly 
licensed growers and sold out of dispensaries. Canada 
took the plunge by legalizing recreational cannabis, with a 
targeted effective date of Oct 17, 2018. 

2. What Legalization Means

Legalization means that mere possession and use of 
recreational cannabis won’t be a crime the way it is now. 
But it can still get you busted if:

 � You’re under the minimum age for lawful possession and 
use;

 � You possess more than the legal limit for possession; 

 � You drive while you’re impaired; or

 � You use cannabis in a public or other place where use 
is prohibited, including a workplace where tobacco use 
is currently banned under current indoor smoking laws. 

Also recognize that the impacts of legalization go far 
beyond criminal law. Canada isn’t just de-criminalizing 
recreational cannabis. It’s establishing a whole new 
government-controlled system for regulating its growth, 
production, distribution and downstream possession and 
use. 

And that brings us to the mechanics of legalization. Canada 
is a federal country made up of provinces and territories 
with their own laws governing commerce, driving and 
other forms of “primary” activity within their boundaries. 
Result:  While national legalization is a federal government 
mandate, it can’t happen unless and until each jurisdiction 
adopts its own system and set of rules for regulating 
recreational cannabis. While no deadline has been officially 
announced, anything earlier than January 2019 would be 
quite surprising.

3. Where Things Stand Now

Between now and legalization D-Day, each jurisdiction will 
have to do 4 things: 

 � Hold hearings on how recreational cannabis should be 
regulated;

 � Propose legislation*; 

 � Finalize legislation; and 

 � Adopt regulations implementing the legislation. 

(*Note: The sequence of the first 2 steps varies by 
jurisdiction. Example: The federal government held 
hearings after tabling a bill, while BC did the opposite.)

At this point, public review has concluded and legislation 
has been either approved or is on its way to approval in all 
10 provinces and territories: 

Click here to view Table 1. CANNABIS LEGALIZATION: PROGRESS 
BY JURISDICTION

But while progress is being made, not a single jurisdiction 
has completed the regulations providing the critical 
operational details to implement legalization within their 
boundaries

4. How You’ll Be Able to Control Workplace Cannabis 
Use After Legalization

So how will employers’ lives change once legalization takes 
full effect? 

First and foremost, you need to recognize that legalization 
is NOT a licence for use and impairment in the workplace. 
Employers will still be able—and required—to take 
measures to ban cannabis use to ensure a safe workplace 
under OHS and other laws, just as they are with alcohol 

today. But legalization will involve the creation of a whole 
new regulatory regime in your jurisdiction. The key for 
employers is recognizing which of these changes will affect 
you.

The good news is that the vast majority of the new 
legalization system probably won’t affect you. Again, 
think alcohol.  Today, each jurisdiction has licensing rules 
governing distribution, sale and consumption of alcohol; 
the biggest challenge they now face in implementing 
legalization is adapting their current Liquor and Gaming 
Commission systems for cannabis. So, unless your business 
is directly involved in the commercial activities subject 
to cannabis licensing, the formation of a new regulatory 
system for cannabis will have no direct impact on you or 
your workplace. 

But there are parts of legalization that will affect you, 
namely, the revisions that all jurisdictions will have to make 
to their current safety, health and public welfare laws to 
deal with the ramifications of legal use of recreational 
cannabis, e.g., traffic safety laws banning impaired 
driving. Some jurisdictions may also include new rules 
specifically addressing cannabis in the workplace as part 
of the legislation and regulation they adopt to implement 
legalization.  

5. The Key Laws

Based on early developments, it’s becoming increasingly 
clear that indoor smoking laws will play a key role in this 
process by giving employers to ban cannabis smoking and 
vaping in the workplace. Ontario has taken things a step 
farther by not simply banning workplace cannabis use but 
requiring employers to take active steps to enforce the 
ban the way they’re required to do so with tobacco under 
the Smoke-Free Ontario Act. Other elements of proposed 
cannabis legislation that may have ripple effects on the 
workplace include:

 � The minimum age for legally using and possessing 
recreational cannabis; 

 � The new traffic safety penalties for cannabis-impaired 
driving; and

 � Limitation of lawful recreational cannabis use to private 
residences. 

6. What Your Jurisdiction Will Require

Table 2 summarizes what, if anything, each jurisdiction has 
said about each of these issues so far. 

Click here to view Table 2. CANNABIS LEGALIZATION: RULES 
AFFECTING THE WORKPLACE

What’s going 
on with 

legalization 
and how does 

it all affect 
you

Check out OHSInsider.com to view the Recreational 
Cannabis Legalization Laws in Each Jurisdiction.

https://ohsinsider.com/topics/drugs-alcohol/drugs-in-the-workplace-the-6-things-ohs-directors-need-to-know-about-cannabis-legalization
https://ohsinsider.com/topics/drugs-alcohol/drugs-in-the-workplace-the-6-things-ohs-directors-need-to-know-about-cannabis-legalization
https://ohsinsider.com/topics/drugs-alcohol/drugs-in-the-workplace-the-6-things-ohs-directors-need-to-know-about-cannabis-legalization
https://ohsinsider.com/topics/drugs-alcohol/drugs-in-the-workplace-the-6-things-ohs-directors-need-to-know-about-cannabis-legalization
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WINNERS & LOSERS
How Long Is Too Long for a Trial Delay?
The Problem: The wheels of justice turn notoriously slowly 
with delays between OHS charges and trial commonly lasting 
months, if not years.

The Question: At what point does a prosecution delay violate 

an OHS defendant’s Charter right to a speedy trial?

The Answer: In a 2016 case called R v. Jordan, the Canadian 
Supreme Court set out to shake up the justice system’s 
“culture of complacency” and draw some lines on trial delays:

The Jordan Rules
1. 18 months or less is presumed to be a reasonable delay;

2. The defendant can rebut the presumption that a shorter is reasonable by showing that:

a. It took meaningful steps and exerted a sustained effort to speed up the proceedings; and

b. The case took markedly longer than it reasonably should have;

3. Delays longer than 18 months are presumed to be unreasonable and grounds  
for staying the prosecution, i.e., dismissing the charges;

4. The Crown can rebut the presumption of unreasonableness by showing show that:

a. The delay was caused by the complexity of the case and/or  
discrete, unforeseen events beyond its control; and

b. It implemented a reasonable plan to minimize the resulting delay.

The following cases illustrate how the Jordan rules have played out in actual OHS prosecutions decided since the case.

CASE 1: 23-Month Delay Is Unreasonable

Situation: In May 2016, the Crown charges 3 mining 
supervisors with OHS violations after a millwright dies of 
cyanide poisoning. Parallel OHS and C-45 charges are also 
laid against the mining company. A series of procedural 
delays later, the criminal charges are finally resolved in 
August 2017 and the Crown is ready to bring the OHS 
case against the supervisors. Trial is slated for November 
2017. The supervisors ask the trial court to toss the charges 
noting that the total delay between charge and start of trial 
is 23 months, over the 18-month Jordan ceiling. The trial 
court agrees. The Crown appeals.

Ruling: The Ontario Superior Court upholds the trial court’s 
decision to dismiss for unreasonable delay. 

Reasoning: While acknowledging that the 23-month delay 
was presumably unreasonable, the Crown tried to rebut 
the presumption by arguing that the case was incredibly 
complex. It sure was, the court acknowledged. The 
problem, though, is that to rebut the presumption, the 
Crown had to show not only that the case was complex but 
also that it implemented a plan to minimize the delay. The 
Crown didn’t do that. In fact, the court criticized the way 
the prosecution managed the case and dragged its feet on 
securing a trial date, compiling witness lists and practically 
ignoring defence requests to pick up the pace. 

R. v. Nugent, Guillemette and Buckingham, 2018 ONSC 3546 
(CanLII), June 8, 2018   

CASE 2: 44-Month Delay Is Reasonable

Situation: On June 6, 2013, OHS charges are laid against 
an events planner and other defendants in connection 
with the death of a drum technician in a stage collapse 
before a Radio Head concert in Toronto. Trial begins but is 
continually delayed and dragged out and isn’t expected to 
end until Jan. 27, 2017. Total delay: 44 months, more than 
twice the Jordan cap.  So, the defendants ask the court to 
dismiss the charges.    

Ruling: The Ontario Court of Justice rules that the long delay 
was reasonable and refuses to toss the case.

Reasoning: First, the court clarified that the Jordan rules for 
trial delays apply to corporations as well as individuals. But 
having determined that the 18-month cap was in play, the 
court went on to find that the Crown in this case rebutted 
the presumption and showed that the delay—though long—
was reasonable, citing the following factors:

 � The complexity of the case; 

 � The intervention of discrete, unforeseeable events, 
including complications with defence counsel that 
resulted in having to press the reset button 3 weeks into 
the trial; and

 � The reasonable efforts the Crown made to manage the 
case and minimize the delay.

R. v. Live Nation Canada Inc., [2016] ONCJ 735 (CanLII), 
Dec. 5, 2016

DIARIES OF AN OHS INSPECTOR

The Case of the Accidental Confessor
by By Nick O’Shay (Fictional OHS Inspector)

Introduction 
The name’s O’Shay. Nick O’Shay. I’m an OHS an inspector. The 
guys in the Regional Office call me the “Old Man” and “Citation 
Nick” because I’ve been at this gig for 36 years. 

My message to you employers out there: Play by the rules, and 
we can be friends. Cut corners on safety, and I’ll be your worst 
nightmare. Citation Nick knows all the tricks. I’ll find your dirty 
little secrets; I’ll make sure you clean up the mess; and I’ll give 
you a souvenir of the experience: A big fat fine and maybe a 
stop work order.

I’ve seen a lot in 36 years. One day, I’m going to put it all in a 
book—the definitive book about OHS inspections. I’m going to 
tell employers how the system works and how to deal with OHS 
inspectors. Meantime, I decided to start keeping this diary of my 
inspection adventures to get it all down. Here’s my first entry.

July 20, 2018 

9:45 AM

I’m seeing the dregs on my third cup of java when the 
pager beeps. It’s Donna Tellow, my RPC. [Editor’s Note: An RPC, 
or Regional Program Coordinator, has first level supervisory authority over 
inspectors in the Regional Office]. 

“What’s up, Donna?”

“We just got a call from a nurse at Shady Grove Hospital. 
She says she’s seen open cans of radioactive isotopes 
from radiology in the lounge area refrigerator—right where 
workers keep their lunches.”

“C’mon, Donna. That sounds a bit far-fetched.”

“I know. But the source is credible and the complaint is 
specific. And, if it’s true, it’s serious. So, we want you to drop 
what you’re doing and do an imminent danger inspection of 
Shady Grove.”  

11:45 AM 

I pull into Shady Grove. Donna was right. This complaint is 
full of specifics. I know exactly where I’m going and what 
I’m looking for.

But first the formalities. I ask for the officer in charge. When 
the suit shows up, I introduce myself, present my credentials 
and ask for access to the radiology department. 

Now comes the moment of truth. Is the suit—I think he 
says his name is Gates—gonna’ make a stink and ask for 
a warrant? In some situations, employers have the right 
to insist on a warrant; but not  when there’s an imminent 
danger situation. Still, I don’t want to have to go through all 
of this with Gates. 

Luckily, I don’t have to. He’s cooperative. He just asks if he 
can have Jack Jones, the JHSC worker co-chair, accompany 
me during the inspection. I don’t object. After all, that’s the 
employer’s right. 

12:04 PM 

Gates and I ride up to radiology on the third floor. There’s 
Jones waiting for us. Terrified. Unprepared. And desperate 
to please. 

“Inspector O’Shay, delighted to see you,” he beams. 

“Yeah, right,” I think.

“Is there some kind of problem?”

“That’s what I’m here to find out,” I reply. 

Gates, Jones and I sit down for the opening conference. 
[Editor’s Note: The opening conference is the first formal stage of an OHS 
inspection]. 

I tell them why I’m here and what I’m looking for. I explain 
their rights and what to expect. 

12:37 PM 

We proceed to the lounge. I walk into the kitchen area and 
open the refrigerator. They’re right on the top shelf. Two 
vials bearing radioactive labels secured by nothing but a 
piece of tin foil and a rubber band. Surrounded by brown 
lunch bags, yogurt containers and open bottles of spring 
water. 

“What’s this,” I ask Jones.

“Oh dear! These are radioactive isotopes. We inject them 
into cancer patients to diagnose tumors.” 

Now I bait the hook. “Do they belong in the lunch room?”

Jones bites and bites hard. “Certainly not. They’re a serious 
contamination risk.” 

Today’s Lesson 

I want you all to listen carefully to the next words out of 
Jones’s mouth: 

“We have special refrigeration units for these materials. I’ve 
warned the nurses at least 3 times never to store them in the 
lunchroom fridge.” 

Jones has just committed a major inspection gaffe: 
confessing to knowing of a safety hazard. Employers 
sometimes make these confessions when I point to a 
violation. They want to score points. What they’re trying to 
tell me is “I’m a good guy, I care about safety and I’m just as 
frustrated as you about this.” 

...continued on page 12

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2016/2016scc27/2016scc27.html?autocompleteStr=r%20v%20jorda&autocompletePos=1
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onsc/doc/2018/2018onsc3546/2018onsc3546.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/on/oncj/doc/2016/2016oncj735/2016oncj735.pdf
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Big mistake! 

An employer should never make this kind of a confession 
to an OHS inspector.  

You see, not all OHS violations are the same. The worst 
kinds are the ones we call willful. 

A willful violation is when the employer knows of the 
problem but doesn’t do anything to correct it. 

And employers pay for that mistake. Willful violations 
carry the heaviest fines. Willful violations also do the most 
damage to your reputation.  

I was already going to cite Shady Grove for serious OHS 
violations. But as soon as I hear Jones say that he knew 
of at least three prior instances of isotopes being kept in 

the lunchroom fridge, I knew I was dealing with a willful 
violation. 

Parting Shot 

The things you say to an OHS inspector may be held 
against you. And that includes admitting to know about 
safety hazards the inspector points out. 

You don’t get any points for these confessions. All you do is 
serve as a witness against yourself. 

* * * * 

‘Til next time. And remember, I’ll be watching you. . . 

Nick O’Shay

Diaries cont...

...continued from page 11


